
DESCOMAD application example

FEATURES

Soluble oil.

PROPERTIES

DESCOMAD is easily emulsifiable with
water, to guarantee the preservation
of wood and metal formwork.

DESCOMAD
WOOD AND METAL
PANELS RELEASE AGENT 

DESCOMAD

APPLICATION

DESCOMAD is used diluted in a
proportion of 1 litre until 15 litres of
water.

Further dilutions that are not
represented here, it will be necessary
to conduct tests to verify the exact
concentration to use.

For an effective emulsion join the
product with water.

Its application can be made by spraying,
brush or other mechanical way. 1 liter
of emulsion covers approximately 20
m².

- Soluble oil
- It is easily emulsified in 
water
- Use in metal formwork and 
wood

UTILIZATION

DESCOMAD is used throughout the
construction industry and public
works and the application can be
made either in metal formwork as
wooden formwork.

ADVANTAGES

Industry Institutional

Construction

UTILIZATION

DESCOMAD is a product that is not
classified as flammable, which in itself
is already a strong argument, because
it will reduce the amount of
flammable products on construction
or in a warehouse.

The fact that it is a vegetable oil and
not be based petroleum components,
is the ideal product for companies that
have or intend to have environmental
certification.



CAUTIONS

Chemical product: Always read the
label before using. Close the packing
after each use. Keep out of children
reach.

Always make a test to determine the
compatibility and the appropriate
contact time.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DILUTION 1 litre until 15 litres of water 

CHEMICAL NATURE Special oils

SURFACTANTS Not applicable

PHYSICAL STATE / COLOUR Brown liquid

ODOUR Menthol

PH Not applicable

SOLUBILITY IN WATER Complete

CLEANING PERFORMANCE Not applicable

RINSING No

FOAMING No

RELATIVE DENSITY 890 g/l

FLASH POINT > 120ºC

CHEMICAL REACTION Alkaline

CLASSIFICATION Not applicable

EXPIRATION

2 years. Stored in the original 
packaging. Protect from excessive 

sunlight. Avoid extreme 
temperatures.

ACTILIMP

APPLICATION MODE DILUTION

Spraying, brush any other mechanical
way. 1 litre until 15 litres of water 

DESCOMAD


